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Document purpose and assumptions

The purpose of this document is to form the basis of a dialogue between stakeholders and
interested parties in the Inter-disciplinary inquiry-based learning project (IDIBL) project.
The different sections describe and explain the position to-date and in some cases no more
than a brief outline of the purpose of the section is included.

As a part of the project-planning phase, it is useful to identify and then clarify assumptions
of the different groups including stakeholders, sponsors and the project team.

The innovation proposed in this document will benefit from the University's ethos as
described on the web site:
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"We show adaptability, rigor and flexibility in identifying and meeting the needs of
individuals and organisations."
"We respect and value the traditional role and achievements of scholars and
universities, while seeking to create a model of higher education which is focused on
innovation and application."
And this document is based on the following assumptions:
1.

the work proposed by the IDIBL project forms part of the development plan

for the University of Bolton;
2.

the IDIBL project scope, vision, goals and objectives are supported by the

senior managers of the university;
3.

the existing quality assurance and validation mechanisms at Bolton University

are willing to support and ready to take part in this innovation;
4.

administration support staff are available in finance, student recruitment,

admissions, student services, information systems and technology;
5.

marketing and communications department will take part in the planning for

this proposal in order to fit the student audience anticipated;
6.

staff working on the project will have a passion for teaching and learning and

prepared for changes in working practice;
7.

online technology provision at the University of Bolton will over the next year

develop in such a way that alternatives to WebCT are available by September 2008.
Innovation in this project will be carefully considered for sustainability and wider
adoption across the University of Bolton;
8.

where successful and sustainable, innovations in teaching, learning and

course design are embedded in the University with participation from departments
(see '3 Scope and Rationale' for further detail);
9.

the financial viability of developments should be evaluated and that the

overall 'value proposition' to students, employers and university needs to be
identified and reported;
10.

the project needs to run for five years to give time to gather significant data,

report findings and make effective impact;
11.

this is a research project that will develop and run a Masters Level pathway as

the focus for action in its research and;
12.

It is not the intention for IEC to become a significant teaching department.
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The IDIBL project team was employed by the University of Bolton in the Institute of
Educational Cybernetics (IEC) on the basis of work undertaken at Anglia Ruskin University
in successfully developing a model for undergraduate study. The model developed
successfully widened access and participation and also brought together and developed
innovations in teaching, e-learning, and assessment.
Bolton University has a global reputation for technology-based learning leadership through
IEC in its JISC-related work. The director of IEC identified the combination of experience
and expertise as a significant opportunity for the University of Bolton to extending its
status as a provider of professional work-based learning.

3.

Scope and rationale

Over the next 5 years the IDIBL project will research, develop and model new approaches
to inquiry based learning to:
1.

enhance the existing reputation of Bolton University, as a professionally-

focussed university;
2.

capitalise on the global reputation of the University of Bolton for technology-

based learning leadership through IEC in its JISC-related work, by extending its
status further for innovation in pedagogy at HE level and;
3.

stimulate development across the University of Bolton successful models of e-

learning and inquiry-based learning where appropriate.

Over the life-span of the project action research methodology will be used to develop and
research the project aims and objectives. A pathway will be delivered as a means of
modelling the ideas developed by IDIBL, but the IEC does not aim to develop more fully as
a teaching department.
A model of learning and a pathway framework will be developed that can be undertaken at
ages 14-90 from foundation through to a PhD level. The IDIBL project will develop and
validate a new open framework that can be readily adapted by departments to their own
subject disciplines and professional contexts of potential students.
This work is designed to act as a focus for departments who wish to develop their own
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programmes and enhance the community of practitioners within the University of Bolton.
Research foci
Specifically the project will focus on researching and developing:
1.

online communities of inquiry - learning and action learning sets, specialist

guests, etc.;
2.

use of emerging technologies - university supported core technology, social

software, web services, etc.;
3.

assessment - patchwork media - learning journals, formative, summative,

peer, self, etc.;
4.

'teaching' strategies - facilitating reflective learning through modelling and

intervention, etc.;
5.

retention and progression strategies based on motivational approaches etc.;

6.

widening access and participation - relevance of course, flexibility, etc.;

7.

staff working practices - team teaching, collaborative assessment, etc.;

8.

negotiated learning - work-based standards and competencies

9.

progress files - Personal Development Plan (PDP), etc.;

10.

workplace impact - learning for performance, etc.;

11.

partners and stakeholders; HEI, professional bodies, employer engagement,

etc.;
12.

Student support for distance online students - student advisors, admissions,

fees, etc.;

Ways of participation

It is anticipated that teaching departments at the University of Bolton will take advantage of
the IDIBL project in different ways and these might include:
1.

engaging with the ideas of the IDIBL project;

2.

develop own modules to take on some of the IDIBL project methodology;

3.

integrate selected IDIBL modules with existing department programmes;

4.

developing own programme from validated modules and;

5.

adopt practices from IDIBL that affect key issues such as retention.
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The vision that underpins this project is founded in the success of the Notschool.net project
begun in 1998. The driving force for Notschool.net was that there should be an education
for 'those for whom school did not fit' and that technology could make the organisation of
this education possible. This same thinking is the basis for our vision, although adapted to
the HE context and to the specific challenges found there.
The vision is comprised of the following statements of belief, in each case supported by
recent successful experience:
•

there are students for whom much university provision does not fit but who

have the capacity to achieve when offered personalised learning;
•

students can attain individual fulfillment in learning and at the same time

make a positive impact in the home, workplace or society;
•

facilitated community of inquiry, based on trust, respect and confidence, can

raise the quality, depth and breadth of learning;
•

assessment processes can and should inform support for learning and its

application rather than distort or distress learning;
•

negotiated learning and awards motivate agile and committed learning;

•

university staff's interest in teaching and learning can be revitalised and job

satisfaction improved;
•

study which is inter-disciplinary and inter-cultural is of positive benefit to

society and implies no reduction in standards;
•

ownership of learning leads to confidence in lifelong learning through critical

thinking and action inquiry;
•

the application of online technology to knowledge creation & sharing is a

given in present and future society. Citizens and professionals need an explicit
conceptual knowledge of online technologies, rather than a tacit operational
knowledge, in order to be most effective as technology change continues

5. Aims
These are the aims for the IEC in instituting this project as stated above:
1.

to enhance the existing reputation of Bolton University, as a professionally-

focussed university;
2.

to capitalise on the global reputation of Bolton University for technology-

based learning leadership through IEC in its JISC-related work, by extending its
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status further for innovation in pedagogy at HE level and;
3.

to stimulate development across Bolton University of successful models of e-

learning and inquiry-based learning where appropriate.

More specifically the IDIBL project aims to:
1.

establish a new framework for awarding qualifications at the University of

Bolton which permits negotiation of learning and negotiation of award within a
quality framework of standards;
2.

develop new partnership models to supplement those existing at the

University of Bolton so that employers may engage with the scheme;
3.

evaluate this action research in order to improve access, retention and

achievement for students identified as falling outside current provision;
4.

develop new approaches to online, distributed e-learning using existing and

emerging technologies and;
5.

disseminate within the university and more widely the results of this action

research.

6. Objectives, Deliverables and Roadmap for 2007-8
These objectives are broad and will necessitate a breakdown into sub-objectives with more
detailed timelines and castings - this will form the planning documents outlined in Section
11 Implementation Strategy to be co-ordinated by those named in section 9 Roles and
Responsibilities.

No. Title

Objective

Start End Deliverables IDIBL
date date

Responsibilities

aim
supported

1

Project

Ongoing

Sept July

evaluation

evaluation of

2007 2010 evaluation

the activities

Yearly

1, 2, 3, 4,

Richard

5

reports

and
deliverables of
the IDIBL
project
2

Validation

Validate a

Sept Mar

Approved

1, 2

Stephen, Richard

6

framework of
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2007 2008 pathway and

modules that

module

allow for study

documentation

from foundation
to professional
doctorate level
based on
Interdisciplinary
Inquiry-based
Learning
through online
communities
3

External

Investigate

Aug

July

Funding,

partnerships

partnerships

2007 2008 letters of

between Bolton

intent,

University and

contracts or

other

offers in kind

2

Richard

5

Mark

5

Mark

organisations to
explore new
forms of HE
provision
4

Internal

Promote

Sept July

Adoption of

dissemination

approaches

2007 2008 methods

developed by

proposed in

the IDIBL

other

project

departments

throughout
Bolton
University
5

Liaison

Liaise with

Sept July

High levels of

Learning and

2007 2008 internal

Teaching staff

awareness -

and participate

noted on

in internal

minutes of

conferences to

committees

keep them in

and in internal

touch with

publications
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IDIBL
developments
6

Project

Conduct

Sept July

Internal

research

research

2007 2008 papers,

activity to

conference

evaluate the

presentations

new Masters

and published

programme and

journal papers

2, 3, 4

Richard, Mark,
Stephen

to develop new
organisational
models for
delivering such
courses
7

Market

Investigate

Sept Nov

Documents

research

potential

2007 2007 supporting

student,

validation

employer and

process

1, 2

Stephen &
Richard

other
stakeholder
reaction to the
negotiated
learning model
around
organisational
improvement
8

Technological

User focussed

Jan

July

Infrastructure 4

development

input into the

2008 2008 plan,

specification of

equipment

infrastructure

and technical

based on IEC

support in

learning

place for

technology

delivery

Oleg, Stephen,
Richard, Mark

developments,
university
existing
capacity and
innovation

8

9

External

To propose

Jan

July

Research

dissemination

analysis,

2008 2008 reports in

invention and

journals,

results in peer-

presentations

reviewed

at appropriate

context and

conferences

publish

and web-

outcomes

based
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Richard, Mark,
Stephen

dissemination
10 National and

To join national Sept July

Membership of 5

international

and

2007 2008 fora and

policy

international

attendance at

advisory and

meetings

Richard, Mark,
Stephen

policy making
fora where
possible to
influence and
explore new
proposals
11 Implementation Students
recruited to

April Sept Minimum 30

1, 3

Stephen, Richard

1

Stephen

5

Richard, Mark,

2008 2008 Masters level

first cohort of

students

Masters

recruited

programme
12 Marketing

Promotion and

Jan

July

marketing of

2008 2008 developed and

the course

Strategy
implemented
with
University of
Bolton
marketing
department

13 Website

Development of Oct
a project

July

Hosted open

2007 2008 source content

website for

management

both internal

platform

and external

including

Stephen

9

audiences to

aggregation of

communicate

personal

the IDIBL

weblogs into
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project and
disseminate

community-

research

driven
website.
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Internal policy

Provide

Sept July

Input into

guidance on

2007 2008 project

aligning IDIBL

steering group

project with the

meetings

1, 2, 3, 4

Oleg

University of
Bolton policies
and initiatives
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7. Stakeholder analysis

A key stakeholder analysis will identify who in the University of Bolton has an interest or concern in the
work of the IDIBL project.

Who
Dr Paul Birkett

Oleg Liber

Andy Graham

Sue Burkinshaw
Dr. Peter Marsh
Patrick O'Reilly

Title
Head of Academic Quality and
Standards Unit

Interest / concern
Validation process

Director Institute of Educational

Championing IDIBL project within

Cybernetics

University of Bolton

Director Learning, Retention and

Linking activities with department

Professional Practice

initiatives

Educational Development Unit Co-

Linking activities with 5 Learning and

ordinator

Teaching Fellowship posts

Deputy Vice Chancellor

University of Bolton strategic overview

Head Information Systems and
Technology

New technological developments

Tony Unsworth

Director of Finance

Sources of student funding - Hefce, fees

Sara Burgess

Head of Student Services

Student support

Carole Sykes

Head of Student Data Management

Maintenance students records, certification

Head of Strategy, Policy and

University of Bolton strategic overview

Mike Lomas
Hilary Birtwistle

Development Support
Prof. Rob Campbell

Director of Professional Research

???

Development
Sam Johnson

Director of Arts, Media and Education Departmental participation

John Blower

Director of Bolton Business School

Departmental participation

Alan Cornthwaite

Director of Built Environment and

Departmental participation

Engineering
Prof. Elias Siores

Head of Centre Materials, Research

Departmental participation

and Innovation
Dr. Margaret

Director of Health and Social

Boneham

Sciences

Departmental participation

Stan Oliver
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Part of the project work is to identify and build relationships with external partners who would benefit
from association with the research and development and the ongoing course(s).
Some of the target organisations and existing discussions are summarised here:
Who

Interest/concern

Higher Education Funding Council

Innovation / employer engagement

Higher Education Academy
Joint Information Systems
Committee
Other Higher Education institutions
Royal Society of Arts
Macmillan Cancer Care

Innovation / online learning / inquiry based learning /
assessment
Innovation / standards / infrastructure
Innovation / partnership
New qualification / course to suit membership and development
of 'pro-social action'
New qualification / course to suit Macmillan professionals

National Skills Academy for
Manufacturing

New qualification / course to suit constituency

UNESCO

New global qualification / course

Naace / DfES / Partnership for
Schools / GTCE

8.

Continuing professional development for teachers in schools

Budget

In the year 2007-2008, the IDIBL project is centrally funded to the tune of 1.9 FTE staff on PL pay
scale. To be added...

9.

Accountabilities and reporting

The table below identifies project team responsibilities for particular aspects of the overall IDIBL project
plan. As part of the work involved, individuals are responsible for formulating a plan that includes
identified deliverables in line with the project objectives and managing the their own workload and
others involved in the IDIBL project to achieve them. Although responsible for a particular aspect of
the project, it is envisaged that there will be a high degree of co-operation and support between the
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project team members and others in the IEC encouraged and supported by Oleg.
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Monthly meetings on the first Monday of the month will be help between the project team either remote
or f2f when the opportunity arises. This will offer a formal opportunity for the team to review progress
against each of the areas 1-6 of the project plan and to take any steps that are necessary to keep the
project on track.

Who

Accountabilities

Mark Johnson

14.1 Communication and Liaison
14.2 Risk Assessment

Stephen Powell
14.3 Pathway Development

14.4 Research
Richard Millwood 14.5 Project evaluation
14.6 Partnerships
Oleg Liber

Synergies with IEC
Sponsorship and championing within the University of Bolton

10.

Project steering

A group comprising both internal and external stakeholders will meet three times yearly to review the
overall progress of the IBIDL project and offer advice at a strategic level about how the project might
best progress. In particular, they will bring to bear knowledge and expertise about the University of
Bolton, e-learning developments, national policy relating to workplace learning and the needs of the
workplace in terms of HE provision.
The composition of this group is yet to be decided.

11. Implementation Strategy
The sections below outline the content and purpose of separate documents that give detail about how
the different aspects of the project will be implemented.

11.1

Communication and Liaison

This document will detail the development of the communication and liaison within Bolton University
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1.

List-serve

2.

Use of weekly bulletin

3.

Teaching and learning conferences

4.

SIG meetings

5.

Workshops

6.

Project website

7.

Connect with professional development initiatives (teaching an learning fellows, etc...)

11.2

Risk Assessment

This document will detail the development of a risk assessment plan including:
1.

challenges associated with such radical new degree programme and its implementation

within a risk-averse and culturally conservative HE sector;
2.

the need for negotiation around organisational improvement rather than subject

discipline;
3.

the level to which there is Bolton University department buy-in;

4.

the infrastructure to carry out HE business fully online;

5.

the marketing of a degree which does not match the current image of HE as a source of

subject disciplinary authority;
6.

the organisation, management and identity of HE staff delivering such a programme,

however counterbalanced by experience in developing MA programme at Bournemouth
University...
7.

11.3

find appropriate mechanisms for marketing and sales of the new Masters course provision

Pathway Development

This document will detail the development of the generic pathway including:
1.

Academic Development Approvals (ADA) process;

2.

Academic validation as outlined by the "Guide to Policy and Procedures Relating to the

Assurance and Enhancement of the Academic Standards and Quality of Taught Programmes of
Study (the 'red book')":
(i)

Title Page (ADA3 form) (Annex I)

(ii)

Rationale, aims, intended learning outcomes

(iii)

Entry

(iv)

Curriculum structure and content

(v)

Learning and Teaching

(vi)

Assessment
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(vii)

Student guidance and support

(viii)

Management and organisation

(ix)

Resources

(x)

Maintenance and enhancement of standards and
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3. development of a programme Handbook:
(i)

Brief welcoming statements

(ii)

General information on relevant personnel

(iii)

Opening hours of relevant offices

(iv)

Reference to (or inclusion of) policies and procedures

(v)

Communication systems

(vi)

Pastoral support and guidance

(vii)

Academic support and guidance

(viii)

Assessment procedures

(ix)

Attendance and withdrawal

(x)

Programme aims and objectives*

(xi)

Professional body or professional/subject association

(xii)

accreditation

(xiii)

Programme structure and content*, including all module

(xiv)

specifications

(xv)

Teaching and learning*

(xvi)

Assessment*

(xvii) Programme management and organisation
(xviii) Student representation and feedback
(xix)

Teaching rooms and learning resources

(xx)

Further information

4. Market research including competition and prospective students
5. Pathway budget

11.4

Research

This document will detail the development of a research plan that will:
1.

identifies foci for project research;

2.

identifies key conferences to attend;

3.

speaks to key communities of practitioners

4.

identifies outputs with time-frame;

5.

identifies relevant associations;

6.

disseminates through a project website;
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11.5

identifies SIG;

Project evaluation
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This document will detail the development of a project evaluation plan that will:
1.

set realistic project targets;

2.

evaluate the performance of the project against the targets;

3.

report on findings;

11.6

Partnerships

This document will detail the development of a project partnership plan that will:
1.

identify potential partnerships;

2.

identify sources of funding or offers in kind
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